The new motion picture by the producers of
Laughing In The Dark

Chonda Pierce: Enough
Chonda Pierce has built her career by being “real” – sharing her
heart, talking about difficult issues, and blending it all with humor,
insight and self examination. Her vulnerability and wit have made
Chonda Pierce the #1 selling female comedian in history (2014 RIAA
Lifetime Achievement Award).
Coming out of the hit Fathom Event and best-selling DVD, Laughing
In The Dark, Chonda continues her journey – and the journey of
every woman - in a new documentary release simply titled Enough.
It is Chonda's prayer that the new film will help women move forward
from their past, to connect or re-connect with themselves. And
through a discovery of who they are in Christ, they can learn that the
pieces of their lives can be put back together again. It’s a film of great
hope and encouragement, with Chonda’s usual quick wit and
incomparable story telling weaved throughout.
Think about it. Today more than ever, it seems that women from
every walk are feeling socially disconnected, despite the insane
amount of conversation and connection taking place on social media
spaces -- some say it's really only an illusion of being connected.
Imagine. Enough in nearly 1,000 theaters in April, a gathering of over
150,000 women sharing many of the same life experiences, laughing,
crying and cheering with Chonda. It could be the start of women
reaching out to other women, becoming a true friend, connecting to
God in a new way or maybe even for the very first time.
Ultimately, it’s Chonda’s hope that the film will show that Christ is
THE “enough”, and propel women (and a few brave men) of any age,
to begin a new, more fulfilling life journey.
Discover the answer for completeness, self-acceptance and fulfillment.
Join Chonda and her very special guests for Enough. In theaters for one night
only, April 25.
Laugh. Cry. Love.

